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Some important  historical steps

•1989- TW Hya de la Reza, Torres, Quast, Castilho, Vieira (ApJ 343 L61) 
called attention on  puzzling  existence of T Tauri stars far form any molecular cloud. 
TW Hya was a prototype. 

Previous surveys for new T Tauri stars always searched around known star 
forming regions (Orion,  ρ Oph, etc).

PDS is the first large-scale unbiased survey Method:

• use  known T Tauri stars to verify the typical IRAS colors [12-25] and [25-60]

• select in IRAS catalog all objects within this range of color. 850 objects found.

• verify if the IRAS source has an optical counterpart, with magnitude 13 or 
brighter (Guide Star Catalog), remove galaxies, planetary nebulae, etc.

• take spectra of objects in the 655-673 nm range, which includes 
Hα and resonant Li  I line

•started 1990 - The PDS (Pico dos Dias) survey





First PDS results:  Gregorio-Hetem, Lépine, Quast, Torres, de la Reza (1992 AJ)
Torres, Quast, de la Reza, Gregorio-Hetem, Lépine (1995 AJ)

150 stars observed, 50 new T Tauri,   37 new AeBe
30 previously known observed,  photometry and spectroscopy of all objects, 
and many interesting parallel results: Li-rich giants, 1 quasar, .... FU Ori-like, etc

Stellar groups and associations, dynamics of
star forming regions, connection with molecular 
clouds. Question: what triggers star formation?
how star formation propagates?

After PDS T Tauri stars and AeBe: circumstellar structure,
disks, binaries, spectral energy distribution, 
variability.  Questions: how to classify PMS 
objects, how do the disk and the star evolve
during PMS phase? 

metalliciy abundance, rotation



Connections
with IM,

large-scale SF



Conections with interstellar medium

Belo Horizonte group: Gabriel Franco, Wagner Corradi,  and others



The bubble theory





Filaments connecting the galactic plane 
to the rho Oph –Sco-Cen groups of young stars 
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HVC impact model Lépine & Duvert 1994

incorrect like many others



Sartori, Lépine, Dias



Beta Pictoris moving group

LCC UCL

Ortega, de la Reza, Jilinski, and B. Bazzanella (2004) : the groups shown were close
together some 13 My ago . They interpret in terms of supernova explosion
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Torres and collaborators are identifying many moving groups of young stars

start  from ROSAT list of X-ray candidates, use Tycho proper motions,
and precise radial velocities obtained with FEROS spectrograph
select young stars based on Li line

6- dimensional analysis :  X, Y, Z, U, V, W
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Useful results for COROT

• every young star belongs to a moving group or association.

• when  PMS targets are selected, we  can identify to which moving 
it belongs, and provide precise age determination . Better understanding of
variability type.  





variability of AA Tau is interpreted
as occultation of the stellar photosphere
by circumstellar material orbiting the 
star at keplerian velocity.





They found periodic variability in the veiling, line profile intensities. It seems that
accretion and outflow are related. Blue Halpha absorption is more intense when
accretion rate is larger.
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